Azure Enablement Service:
Zero to Cloud in 30 Days
Powered by Azure, Delivered by Union Solutions
As enterprise IT teams face constant pressure to make increased use of public cloud, many are turning to Microsoft
Azure. But they face a huge task. IT must gain the expertise to properly deploy, configure and maintain Azure
resources. This includes employing or training on different technology & tooling, as well as, communicating a
new consumption model for IT. All while making sure that existing systems are properly maintained for customers.
As a result, most businesses have not fully exploited the opportunities and benefits Azure offers.
What’s needed is an Azure tenant that delivers security, performance, availability and recoverability from the
first moment a production workload is migrated.

Union Solutions Azure Enablement Service
A Microsoft Azure Gold Partner, Union Solutions offers an Azure Enablement Service to accelerate delivery of
a securely connected, fully enabled cloud datacentre inside 30 days. Union Azure Enablement Service offers:
• A hybrid cloud datacentre extending your own physical datacentre securely into Azure
• Microsoft Express Route, point to point connectivity, deployed and fully configured
• A secure private client connection to your Azure tenant
• Secure infrastructure with your AD appropriately extended into Azure, with access control and identity
management
• Multi-tenancy implementation for resources and billing, enabling separation of departmental and business
unit consumption across a single private connection
• Azure productionised and ready to run your critical workloads
• Fixed set of server workloads migrated from your datacentre into the Azure platform
• A pay as you go consumption model. Consume only the resource required through Union’s Azure consumption
monitoring with integrated cloud cost management, ensuring predictable budgeting and no nasty surprises
for your CFO
All the above is delivered as a packaged engagement for a fixed fee.

30 days of Union Managed Azure Infrastructure
Union also provides its Managed Azure Infrastructure service for a 30 day trial. Union Managed Azure Infrastructure
designs and implements your Azure datacentre ensuring you have the correctly configured resources to
consume IaaS. Union:
Configures:
- your Azure subscription in your company name
- the appropriate secure connectivity
- right-sized base Windows and/or Linux virtual machines
- storage account and cloud based security to protect your subscription from attack, malware and
viruses
- monitoring and alerting of all the underlying Azure components
Pro-actively monitors and maintains the environment from our 24x7x365 Service Desk, so that the
servers’ operating systems remain functional and optimal
Ensures that the server operating system and supporting infrastructure is available and running
Provides a dedicated IT team

Union Managed Azure Infrastructure delivers performance, availability, security and recoverability.

Performance

Availability

Optimised workloads through our expertise
in Azure architecture, ensuring the precise
allocation of resources. Advanced analytics
constantly measuring performance to
customer defined standards.

Union Solutions manages the entire
infrastructure stack as a service delivering
24x7x365 operational management and
monitoring all through a smart and simple
dashboard. Guaranteed SLA’s for your
business uptime requirements.

Security

Recoverability

We take care of malware, antivirus, intrusion
prevention & detection. Maintaining all critical
patching with external security validation,
reporting, monitoring and alerting.

Designed to fully and seamlessly integrate
into our managed Azure data protection and
platform recovery services. Guaranteeing
data recovery in minutes and business
continuity within an hour.

Customers are responsible for their business applications i.e. the demarcation point is a functional, performant
and network accessible Windows/Linux server that customers can login to for the purposes of accessing and
maintaining their application.

View your cloud infrastructure easily
Gain operational insight by reducing the time you spend searching for anomalies across your complex hybrid
IT environment. Union provides a comprehensive view of your applications and network dependencies across
servers, processes and services on Microsoft Azure. Union experts isolate problems and accelerate root-cause
analysis, improving the availability and reliability of your applications.
Know every detail as it happens, all from one dashboard. You get detailed, up-to-date performance and utilisation
data. Union provide monthly Azure consumption reporting (along with the bill for the consumption) which our
customers can use to ensure they don’t experience unexpected cost surprises.

G E T S TA R T E D
Simply visit resources.unionsolutions.co.uk/Azure-enablement to get started
or email us at Azure@unionsolutions.co.uk

